Demosaicking DoFP images using Newton's polynomial interpolation and polarization difference model.
A demand for division of focal plane (DoFP) polarization imaging technology grows rapidly as nanofabrication technologies become mature. For real-time polarization imaging, a DoFP polarimeter often trades off its spatial resolution, which may cause instantaneous field of view (IFoV) errors. To deal with such problems, interpolation methods are often used to fill the missing polarization information. This paper presents an interpolation technique using Newton's polynomial for DoFP polarimeter demosaicking. The interpolation is performed in the polarization difference domain with the interpolation error taken into consideration. The proposed method uses an edge classifier based on polarization difference and a fusion scheme to recover more accurate boundary features. Experiments using both synthetic and real DoFP images in visible and long-wave infrared spectrum demonstrate that the proposed interpolation method outperforms the state-of-the-art techniques quantitatively as well as visually to reduce nonconformities caused by high-frequency energy.